INTEGRATION COURSE - FOX AOB
INTEGRATION EXAMINATION
INTEGRATION LAW
Since the beginning of 2007 an Integration law is in effect in The Netherlands.
From 1 January 2013 some important changes in this law have been
introduced. All foreign people, coming from outside of the EU-countries, are
required to pass an integration examination. They are so called
“inburgeringsplichtig”.
OWN RESPONSIBILITY
The most important change in the law is that everybody, who is required to do
the examination, has to arrange and pay for their own integration course. Each
individual is responsible for its own integration and assimilation in the Dutch
society. So you have to take care by yourself of passing the required test.
You can get help from;
DUO (Dienst Uitvoering Onderwijs)
Opleidingsinstituut (FOX AOB)
For more information about integration take a look at the website:
www.inburgeren.nl.
TRAINING PROGRAM – FOX AOB
To pass the test you have to be able to speak, read and write Dutch at a
certain level (A2) and you have to have knowledge of the Dutch society. After
2015 is ONA (Oriëntatie op de Nederlandse Arbeidsmarkt) also a part of the
examination. To get these skills and knowledge it is advisable to follow a
special training program. FOX AOB can offer you such a training program.
FOX AOB provides a course for the examination from level A0 to A2.
The training program consists of the following elements:
1) Intake
2) Training program
3) Integration examination
TRAINING PROGRAM
The training program starts with an interview. During the interview we collect
several data, like personal data, education, work experience, etc. After the
interview we do a test (called the “TIWI-toets”). The test tells us more about
the (Dutch) level of the student. In a second interview we discuss the results of
the test and give you advice about a customized training program. In
consultation with you we can make an action plan. The training program is a
combination of learning at school and learning at home. We use books and
special computer programs. You are getting the necessary study hours at the
FOX AOB location. During these hours you will be coached by FOX AOB staff.
The other hours are filled by studying at home.

During the course and at the end of the course you will do some tests to
assess if you have the required knowledge level. If the results are positive you
can do the examination. The examination will be applied for by FOX AOB. If
you like more information about the examination you can take a look at the
website www.inburgeren.nl.
DURATION OF THE TRAINING
The duration of the training is depending of the starting level, the progress and
motivation of the participant. The lessons are 2 or 3 times per week. After the
initial interview was can discuss what duration you can expect.
LOCATION
The lessons will take place at the course location of FOX AOB, Fransstraat 16
in Voorburg. The lessons will be at daytime or (if possible) in the evening.

COSTS AND BORROW MONEY FROM DUO
Naturally there are costs involved in following a course and taking the tests. To
help you cover such costs, you can apply for a dedicated loan. The DUO
(Dienst Uitvoering Onderwijs) is able to provide such loans. There is a
difference between the so called “asielsgerechtigden” (with a maximum loan
amount of €. 10.000) and “inburgeringsplichtigen” (with a maximum loan
amount of €. 5.000). Your income also determines the loan amount. More
information about how to obtain a loan from DUO: www.inburgeren.nl.
As one of the conditions to borrow money from DUO you have to take the
relevant course at a certified institution. Certifications are granted by the
Governmental organisation called: “Blik op Werk”. FOX AOB is a certified
institution and has the required accreditations. More information about the
accreditations you can find on the website www.blikopwerk.nl.
The fee for an integration course is depending on the number of hours. FOX
AOB has for example a course of 150 hours and a course of 300 hours. After
the test we know how many hours are necessary and can we tell you more
about the costs for an integration course.

ACCREDITATION FOR INTEGRATION
Since 2009 FOX AOB is certified to provide the integration courses and we are
in the possession of required accreditation. This means that we are a reliable
organization and we have a good training program. “Blik Op Werk” checks
every year our organization and standards. For more information you can take
a look at the website www.blikopwerk.nl.
RUSULTS FOX AOB
FOX has achieved good results with the integration course. FOX AOB has
from 2008 to 2015 completed several courses with a success rate of 100%. In
addition to these good results the customers of FOX AOB are also very
satisfied with the course. The satisfaction score (2016) is 8,2. You can check
the results and scores at the website www.blikopwerk.nl
WHY DOING A INTEGRATION COURSE AT FOX AOB?







FOX AOB is a small company and we work with small groups
FOX AOB have excellent and experienced teachers
FOX AOB gives a lot of personal attention
FOX AOB has good results
FOX AOB guarantees qualified training and coaching
Did you not pass all the exams after the integration course ? FOX AOB
will help you further after the integration course to achieve all the exams.

EXPLORATORY APPOINTMENT
FOX AOB is willing to make an appointment to tell you more about the
integration course, examination and what we can do for you.
If you like some more information about integration you can take a look at the
website www.foxaob.nl .
You like more information ? Please contact:

Marion de Vos tel: 070-33 56 149 of 06-51913065

FOX AOB
Vreeswijkstraat 551
2546 AN DEN HAAG
Tel: 070 – 367 51 40 / 06-519 13 065
KANTOOR/CURSUSLOCATIE
Fransstraat 16
2274 AX VOORBURG
Tel: 070 – 33 56 149
www.foxaob.nl
foxaob@hetnet.nl

